Different algorithms for quantitative analysis of myocardial infarction with DE MRI: comparison with autopsy specimen measurements.
To compare two semiautomated methods for measurement of infarcted myocardium area on delayed contrast enhanced magnetic resonance imaging, with histopathology findings as standard of reference. Percentage area of myocardial infarction was measured in 10 Yorkshire landrace pigs manually and using two semiautomated methods. The first (standard deviation method) used two operator-selected regions of interest (ROIs) and nine different cutoff values (one to nine times the standard deviation of signal intensity in normal myocardium) to identify infarction. The second (threshold method) used threshold values based on percentages of maximum signal intensity to identify infarction. Results were compared with histopathology findings. Difference between percentage area of infarction obtained with standard deviation method and autopsy specimens was in the range: -13.5% to +13.2%. With threshold method (thresholds from 30% to 90% of signal intensity), difference was -15% to +23%. Manual contouring underestimated infarcted area by 2% comparing to autopsy results. The best agreement between histopathology and semi-automated software was achieved for 4 standard deviations with standard deviation method: difference -0.45%, and for a percentage threshold of 70% (difference +0.67%) with threshold method. However, with standard deviation method, there was statistically significant difference between ROIs based on their location in viable myocardium: mean difference 1.7 ± 4%, P < .0001. Semiautomated measurement of myocardial infarcted area on delayed enhanced magnetic resonance images performs well compared to autopsy. The threshold method, based on percentages of maximum signal intensity is preferable over standard deviation method, which is more susceptible to variability from location of ROIs within viable myocardium.